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1. INTRODUCTION AND TERMINOLOR 
In this paper we obtain an interesting Hopf algebra which arises from 
a study of the lattice of partitions of a set. The notation and terminology 
followed is that used in [I] and [3], but we wil! quickly summarize the 
necessary definitions. 
A unitary algebra (from now on referred to as an algebra) over a field K 
(of characteristic 0 throughout this paper) is a triple (At M, p> where lj2 is a 
vector space (over k), AI: A is d --f -4 is a map called multiplication, and 
FL: k + L-I: a map called the unit map, satisfying 
A nonunitary algebra is a pair (A, 211) satisfying (i). 
I f  d, B are algebras (by abuse of notation we refer to the algebra (A, Jf, ,~j 
as A), an algebra homomorphism f: -4 + B is a &linear mapping which 
“preserves” multiplication and the unit map, i.e., 
A nonunitary algebra homomorphism is defined in the obvious way. 
If  d: B are algebras we can define an algebra strructure on 9 @ B by letting 
IwA@s = (MA @ AT,) 0 (I @ T @I): A $3 B ,s A @ B - A @ By where 
T: A 9 B - B @ A is the twist map a @ b & b @I a, and letting 
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A similar construction can be defined for the tensor product of nonunitary 
algebras. 
The corresponding notions for coalgebras are obtained by turning around 
the arrows. More precisely, a coalgebra over k is a triple (C, d, c) where C is 
a vector space, d : C + C @ C a map called comultiplication, and E: C -+ k 
a map called the counit such that 
(i) (I @ d) 0 d = (Ll @I) 0 d : C + C @ C @ C (coassociativity). 
(ii) (~@I)od =(1@~)oLl =I:C+k@C=C@k=C. 
If C, D are coalgebras, a coalgebra homomorphism fi C + D is a k-linear 
transformation satisfying 
(i) A,of=(f@f)~A~:c-+D@D, 
(ii) cDof =cC:C+k. 
I f  C, D are coalgebras, we define a coalgebra structure on C @ D by letting 
daOB =(IO~O~)O(~~O~~):COD~CODOCOD~~~E~~~ = 
+@+:C@D+k=k@k. 
A bialgebra over k is a system (H, M, p, d, E) where (H, M, p) is an algebra 
and (H, d, E) a coalgebra, and in which A: H+ H @ H and E: H + k are 
both algebra homomorphisms (or, as can be shown to be an equivalent 
condition, M: H @ H + Hand p: k + Hare coalgebra homomorphisms). 
If  d is an algebra, C a coalgebra, we can define an algebra structure on 
Hom(C, A) (the vector space of k-linear maps) by defining 
M(f@g)=f*g=MAo(f @g)oA,:C-+B 
PcL(“W = PEl%(” .c) for XE k, c E C 
I f  H is a bialgebra, it is called a Hopf algebra if the identity map I: H + H 
is invertible in the algebra Hom(H, H). We will exhibit here a Hopf algebra H 
for which the submonoid of Hom(H, d) (A any commutative algebra) 
consisting of algebra homomorphisms has an interesting structure. 
4 partially ordered set P is called locally finite if for every pair x < y  in P, 
the segment [x, y] defined by [x, y] = {z E P j x < z < y> is finite. As is 
done in [2] and [3], given any locally finite partially ordered set P, we can 
define a coalgebra (C(P), A, c) by letting C(P) be the vector space over k 
generated by the segments of P, and defining 
4h~l) = C Lx> 4 0 1~3 Yl 
zqe,s1 




More generally, given an order-compatible equivalence relation N on the 
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segments of P (see [l]), we can define a coalgebra C(P, -) by taking the 
vector space generated by all equivalence classes (or types) 01) ,& y,... of 
segments of P, and defining 
c(a) = 1 1 if 01 consists of one-point segments, 0 if not, 
where [&] is the incidence coefficient defined in [l]- It should be noted that 
if N is any equivalence relation on the segments of P, the subspace J(-) 
of C(P) generated by all elements [x, ~1 - fu, V] where fx, y] .- [u, V] 
is a coideal of C(P) (see [3]) i f f  k is order-compatible, and in that case 
C(P, -) is the quotient coalgebra C(P)/J(-). 
In this paper we consider the lattice n(S) of the partitions rr of an infinite 
set S into a finite number of blocks, ordered by refinement. That is, G < 7r 
if every block of c is contained in a block of n. It is easily shown that a segment 
[a, n] in n(S) is isomorphic to the direct product of k1 copies of LI1 , k, copies 
of Da )...) where n‘, is the lattice of partitions of an n-set and ki is the number 
of blocks of r which consist of i blocks of 0. To each segment [o,rr] of 17(S) me 
associate the sequence h = (1, l,..., 2,2 ,..., . ..) of K, one’s, R, 2’s ,..., sometimes 
written h = (l”12Q e..), or equivalently the monomial X:1X3 ‘. = X”, where 
x1 , x2 ,... are indeterminates. The equivalence relation N defined by putting 
[cr, ~1 ,- LO’, rr’] i f f  they have the same associated sequence (i.e., if? the 
numbers k, I K, ,... are the same for both segments) is easily shown to be 
order-compatible. The type of the segment [a, n] is the sequence h or the 
monomial X$X> *“, and the type (n) or X;, is often written as z. We will 
use the symbols h, p, V, p for types. 
If  v  < 7 and B is a block of 7, then by v  r\ B we mean the partition of B 
consisting of those blocks of 7~ contained in B. 
Finally, by k[X] we mean the algebra of all polynomials over k in indeter- 
minates X1, X, f~.., (with usual multiplication), by k(X) me mean the non- 
unitary algebra of polynomials in X, , X, ,.~. over K with no constant term, 
and if A is a k-algebra, by A[[t]] we mean the set (not algebra) of all formal 
power series in t over A with no constant term. 
2. THE HOPF -ALGEBRA 
1Ve now study the coalgebra C(17, -) where 17 = 17(S) and N is the 
equivalence relation defined earlier. As a vector space, C(n, -) = K(X), so we 
have defined a coalgebra structure on k(X). 
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Now, let 19~ = z,J,U [&I X\Yu, wherey, , ya ,... are new indeterminates. Let 
[a, T] be of type X,,,X, , i.e., r has two blocks B and B’, and B contains m 
blocks of cr, B’ contains n. If  rr E [u, T] is such that [o n B, TT n B] is of type 
X3X$ ... and [U n B’, n n B’] is of type Xfl’X$’ .*., then clearly [u, z-1 is of 
type xp+kl’x$+12P’ . . . = (XpX$ ...) . (Xp’X$’ . ..). Also, if [r n B, B] is 
of type X:,X+ ... and [n n B’, B’] of type X>‘Xks’ ..., then [r, T] is of 
type 1y41+11'X$+z4' ... = (X$X$ -)(X$'X;;? . ..). Thus 
where the addition of sequences is defined by (1’12”~ ...) + (1$‘23’ ...) = 
(l”lfk1’2”*+“s’ . . .), i.e., Xv+“’ = Xy . x”‘. It follows that [“::I is the 
coefficient of x”YU in 8, . 0, . More generally, [““t” . ..I is the coefficient 
of XAYu in fllO5 .... This is the same as saying that’[xpXi2 ..*I is the coeffi- 
cient of X” i iu in (2” p [ylP] Xy @ X~)Q (x [ ’ ] P ($X0)r2 “., where the 
multiplication is that in the tensor product (nzimtary) algebra K(X) @ K(X) 
(since k(X) @ k(X) and K{X, Y} are isomorphic as (nonunitary) algebras). 
In other words, 
But this is just 
QqixzTp . ..) = &y)‘1~(x,)T” . . . 
Also, 
if ki = 0 ‘v’i + 1 
if not, 
so <(X9X> ...) = E(XJ+(X&~~ .... Thus we have proved. 
THEOREM 1. 4: C(n, -) --+ C(U, -) @ C(17, -) alzd E: C(17, -) + K 
are ?zonunital-y algebra howzonzoqVziswzs. 
Now extend the definitions of 4 and E from k{X} to lip] by 
4(l) = 1 @ 1, E(1) = 1. 
Then (Kv], 4,~) clearly remains a coalgebra, and 4 and E still preserve 
multiplication. Also, 4( 1) = 1 @ I which is the identity in K[X] @ k[X], and 
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~(1) = 1, so B and E preserve the identity elements Hence we have the 
following. 
THEOREM 2. k[X] is a bialgebra under ordinary multiplication and the 
coalgebra structure obtainedfrom the lattice n(S). 
I f  ,4 is any algebra, then as was discussed in Section I, we can define an 
algebra structure on Hom(k[X], a). For f, g E Hom(k[X], Jlf*g(Xh) = 
XV., [:,]J(P) g(X”) and f *g(l) = f( 1) g( 1). The unit map in this algebra 
is E: k[X] + k C A. 
As is shown in [l], though not using the present terminology, if d is com- 
mutative then the subset Alg(k[X], a) o unitary algebra homomorphisms is f  
a submonoid of Hom(kp], A) which 1s anti-isomorphic to the monoid 
(A[[t]], c) of formal power series in t over L4 with no constant term under the 
operation of (functional) composition. The anti-isomorphism is obtained 
by associating to f  E Alg(k[X], -4) the power series 
F,(t) = f  @$ t”. 
n=1 . 
The fact that this is an anti-morphism is the statement that 
F&t) = Fq(Fr(t))~ 
Hence we have proved 
THEOREM 3. Alg(k[X], A) is anti-isomorphic to the monoid (A[[t]], 0) undo 
the mapping 
Taking 9 = k[X], we have 
F,(t) = t 
F,(t) = 1 s t”, 
n>1 n! 
where I: kp] + k(X] is the identity map. F,(t) is invertible in (k(XI)p][[t]], 0) 
(where k(X,)[X] is the algebra obtained by adjoining l/X1 to k[xI), as is 
easily verified. If  we extend 4 to k(LXI)@] by defining O(a/XIvL) = 
(l/X1’” @ l/Xrn) . d(a) for a E k[x], k(X,)F] becomes a bialgebra. Since 
every algebra homomorphism from k(X,)F] to an algebra A arises from 
some f~ Alg(k[X], A) for which f (Xl) is invertible in A, and since for 
-f, g E Alg(k(X,)[X], 4) f * g(XJ is the same calculated in Alg(k(X,)~], A) 
as in Alg(k[x], A), we have the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 4. k(X,)[X] is a Hopf algebra with comultiplication as described 
above. The inverse of the identity map 1 in Hom(k(XJ[X], k(X,)[X]) is the 
algebra homomorphism S for which S(X,) is the coeficient of P/n! in 
(C;Cl (X&z!) t*l)-l. Further, if A is any commutative algebra, Alg(k(X,)[X], A) 
is antiisomorphic to the submonoid of (A[[t]], O) consisting of those power series 
in t for which the coe@cent of t is invmtible in A, under the mapping 
.f E QdVAW, 4 -+ F,(t) = i f  (X,)/n! tn. 
n=1 
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